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About This Game

Design clothing and romance a guy of your choice. Tailor Tales is an otome that has you playing an aspiring fashion designer
who runs her own boutique. Set in a fictional European country, her life gets complicated when she meets a certain guy in a

fateful encounter. Throughout the game she'll be required to design clothes for clients to earn enough gold to purchase the next
chapter of the story.

Customize your main character and choose whether to be 'fierce' or 'kind' with your guy. Perhaps you'd like to kiss him first, or
would rather he take the lead; it's all your choice and there are no bad endings! Each guy has his own unique route so you can

jump right in and experience a completely different story.

Features

  Design your own clothes

  Customize the main character and dress her up

  Decorate your boutique

  Read romantic stories about a bachelor of your choosing

  Choose whether to act fierce or kind
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  2 endings for each bachelor (no bad endings!)

  9 CGs per bachelor

  Partial voice acting

  Completely unique stories with no common route

  4-5 hours of gameplay per route, or about 100k words per character

  Blinking sprites and CGs, plus animated mouths

  Night mode version for light on dark reading

  And it's free to play!

Tailor Tales will have 6 routes in the future and will get updated with each new finished route–there are currently 2 completed
routes!

The love interests

Tailor Tales is all about the romance, so here's an introduction to the eligible guys:

Neil is wealthy, prickly, and doesn't really want to interact with you. When you met Neil in your childhood–a memory he's very
fond of–he mistook you for a boy. Now that you're an adult, he doesn't quite know how to deal with you. Be whisked away in

his awkward charms, visiting masquerade balls and the opera.

Complete

Dimitri is the younger brother of your ex that cheated on you. When Dimitri is a college student and looking for a room to rent,
you somehow end up inviting him to live at your boutique. He's sweet, easily flustered, and loves to cook for you. But he's also 4

years younger than you! Maybe living together will bring you closer.

Complete
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Caine is a slippery thief with no tact. When you see him getting bullied at his part time job, you take pity on him and help him
out. While he can be loud, rude, and unable to really express how he feels, Caine just needs a little push in the right

direction–even thieves can get lonely.

Coming up next!

In an alternate reality where people have superpowers, you design costumes for superheroes. James has the ability to fly but one
day he literally crashes in front of your boutique. James looks like he'd rather throw you off a skyscraper than listen to you. He's

stoic and rarely expresses his emotions. But then, you get kidnapped...

Coming in the future

Aiden is chatty, kind of flirty, and makes you laugh–online, that is. You meet Aiden playing a popular online game and you
want to meet up. Except when you do finally meet him, you realize... you've been catfished! In reality, Aiden is a bumbling fool

whose social anxiety forces him to keep running away from your wrath.

Coming in the future

Sam is kind and loves to hand out compliments to everyone. He promises his hair salon is legitimate, but you think something
fishy is going on when all of his employees look suspiciously like criminals. Sam loves to touch your hair and take care of you.

He promises to protect you in the event a certain shady person tries to hurt you.

Coming in the future
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